iAnyGo is Now Available: A Brand New
iOS Upgrade and Downgrade Tool
NEW YORK, N.Y., Sept. 29, 2017 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tenorshare’s Any-datarecovery.com has launched iAnyGo, an easy tool to upgrade or downgrade iOS
system on iPhone, iPad and iPod without using iTunes. One amazing feature of
this program is the upgrading and downgrading are both done from local
firmware, no need to worry about update failure or stuck issues due to poor
Wi-Fi network connection.

To be free of iTunes limitation and poor Wi-Fi trouble, iAnyGo brings Apple
fans a completely new experience for iOS update and downgrade.
“Just like the name, go with any iOS version you like,” said company CEO Mr.
Mike.
Update to iOS 11 without OTA:
To update to iOS 11, iAnyGo provides a built-in firmware. Not via iTunes or
OTA, you can upgrade iOS 11 through local computer. No need to worry about an
iPhone/iPad stuck on preparing update, update requested or verifying update
due to poor Wi-Fi connection or low battery.

Downgrade to any iOS Version you like:
If you don’t like the newest iOS, or your iPhone gets extremely slow and apps
keeps crashing on iOS 11, iAnyGo is a revelation for you. Unlike iTunes, it
lists all of the former iOS versions and allows you to go back to any former
version, including iOS 10, 9, 8.
iAnyGo comes with a series of prominent features, including:
One-click to complete iOS upgrade or downgrade without iTunes or data
loss.
Allow to select the firmware version to install or uninstall freely.
Upgrade and downgrade from local firmware, never need to worry update
failure due to poor Wi-Fi connection.
An alternative to restore iPhone smoothly and quickly.
User-friendly interface and simple procedures make it easy for everyone to
operate.
Support all iOS and beta versions, including the latest iOS 11 and iOS 11
beta 10.
Automatically list all the iOS beta firmware without developer account.
Price and Availability:
iAnyGo is free to upgrade iOS. To downgrade iOS on iPhone, users need to
register.
Download link: https://www.any-data-recovery.com/product/ianygo.html
About any-data-recovery:
Founded in 2007, Tenorshare and Any Data Recovery are an industry-leading
software developer of PC utility technologies and applications, offering
fully integrated solutions to provide a complete user experience that spans
across Windows PCs and Mac PCs: Data Recovery, Data Wipe, Data Backup,
Partition Manager, Data Doctor, etc. To learn more, please visit:
https://www.any-data-recovery.com/.
VIDEO (YouTube): https://youtu.be/gxkvW4FVHQA)

